
1.  Sculptures in the Salt Lakes -  The piece called ‘Waiting for Hay’ is made by local farmer Kelly Browning from star pickets and depicts farming poses - ‘clearing the 
land’ ‘waiting for rain’ ‘shearing the sheep’ and ‘inspecting the crop’. 

2.  Kondinin Hospital Art Work – As you enter town from the north you will see three metal sculptures made from scrap metal by a local farmer Keith Henderson. The 
sculptures are to depict the early sandalwood cutters who passed through Kondinin in the early 1900s. On the outside northern wall of the hospital you will see a 
colourful mural depicting life in a country hospital. 

3.  Kondinin Community Garden Art Work - The murals on the external walls of the Community Garden were part of a community arts project in which the Shire 
engaged artist Georgina Paterson to facilitate a workshop with Kondinin Primary School children and local community members to develop the mural. Walk inside 
the garden and you will also see decorative fire drums, more murals, old jeans, handbags and palettes converted to hold plants, all created by local residents. Be 
sure not to miss the large galvanised steel chook created by artist Len Zuks that sits in the garden eying off the vegetables.   

4.  Kondinin Community Garden Gate – This gate was designed and plasma cut by local community members. The gate itself was manufactured and painted by local 
business Middle East Engineering.  

5.  Six Season Noongar Poles - These were created as part of a community arts project in which the Shire engaged former resident Ashley Collard to facilitate a 
workshop attended by school children to paint the poles in the six Noongar seasons at the Community Garden. The poles have been integrated into the community 
garden nature play area. 

6.  Skate Park Reconciliation Mosaic – Next to the skate park you will find a detailed mosaic mural that was completed by year 5, 6 & 7 Kondinin Primary School 
students in conjunction with the Kondinin Progress Association.  

7.  Kondinin Primary School Art Work – The Kondinin Primary School Centenary Mural was developed as a community arts project and was completed as part of the 
2017 School Centenary. Each panel represents the different eras of schooling in the Kondinin district from 1917 to 2017. At the northern entrance to the Primary 
School you will also see a painted pole which depicts local children’s interpretation of Kondinin. Along the eastern fence of the school you will find a dog and a 
number of sheep that have been woven from old sheets. 

8.  Windy Hill B&B Sculptures – It is no surprise that the owners of the B&B are Essendon supporters. Here you will see a collection of sculptures and emus decked 
out in Essendon regalia.   

9.  Kondinin Centenary Walk – Located next to the Caravan Park, take a walk along the pathway and you will find a series of mosaic panels created by local 
community members. The panels represent local community groups, businesses and families in Kondinin from 1910 to 2010.  Here you will also find a number of 
metal sculptures that were past winners of the Kondinin Arts Show Metal Sculpture Category and a dedicated centenary seat that has been cleverly crafted from 
scrap metal.   

10. John Septimus Roe Mural – This mural depicts the journey of WA’s first Surveyor-General, John Septimus Roe who travelled through Kondinin in 1848.    

11. Life Size Sporting Sculptures – Located adjacent to the Kondinin Recreation Centre, these sculptures were created through a community arts project in which the 
Shire engaged sculptor Len Zuks to spend a week in Kondinin teaching locals to weld and create these sculptures that depict the different sports played in 
Kondinin. 

12. Kondinin Men’s Shed – out the front of the Kondinin Men’s Shed you will see some murals and sculptures that were created during the sporting sculpture 
workshops facilitated by artist Len Zuks.  

13. Heritage building mural and Kondinin Hotel sculptures – on this corner of Rankin and Gordon Street you will see a mural painted on the West Heritage Buildings 
by Ann Smoker and also a collection of metal sculptures created by the local publican in front of the hotel.  

14. Mum and Dad Waiting for Rain – In front of the Kondinin Art Centre you will find two figures made from cement and decorated with mosaics by Ann Smoker and 
Tiki Kelsey as part of a public art workshop run through the TAFE.  

15. Light Horseman Statue – Situated on the summit of Yeerakine Rock is a striking metal silhouette statute of a light horseman which was installed in 2015 to mark 
the centenary of the ANZAC and recognises those 
from the Kondinin district that served in the 10th Light 
Horse Brigade in WW1. The statue provides an 
amazing vista for the annual ANZAC day dawn 

1.  Mallee Fowl Sculptures - just before you drive into the township of 
Karlgarin from the west you will see the Mallee Fowl Sculptures standing 
either side of their mound. These were created by local residents Merv 
Trestrail and Colin Richter as part of a community arts project. To learn 
more about these birds there is an information board adjacent to the 
sculptures. 

2.  Mosaic Tiling – Adjacent to the Karlgarin Gazebo you will see an intricate 
mosaic design incorporated into the brick work. This mosaic was created 
by the Karlgarin Progress Association and represents iconic elements of 
Karlgarin.  

3.  Karlgarin Bowling Club Mural – Drive in the town hall car park and you will 
see a mural on the wall of the Bowling Club that depicts early sporting days 
in Karlgarin. This mural was created by Barry Smith with the assistance of 
local community members.  

4.  Karlgarin Country Club Mural – Come inside the Karlgarin Club and behind 
the wall you will see an engaging and colourful mural depicting local 
Karlgarin characters. The mural is believed to have been painted by an 
early publican of the club in the 1950s.   

5.  Former Karlgarin Primary School Mural – Along Melba Street you will pass 
the former Karlgarin Primary School which is now a private residence, the 
current owner of which painted the mural on the eastern wall.  

1.  Sculptures in the Salt Lakes is located  5km west of Kondinin on the Corrigin-Kondinin Rd. 

15.  The Light Horseman Statue is located at Yeerakine Rock on Sloan Road. Head east from Kondinin 

on the  Kondinin-Hyden Rd (2.6km) and turn right on to Sloan Rd. After 6.8km on Sloan Rd, turn left into the 
Yeerakine Rock Car Park and then take the walk path to the summit of the rock. 

1.  The People of Hyden Then and Now – this is a wonderful series of sculptures 
that depict the history of Hyden through its people. The creation of these 
sculptures was undertaken by local community members as part of 
community arts project in which artists Kath Wheatley and Richard Fry were 
engaged to assist in the workshops and the design.  

2.  Reverend Bellewes and His BSA – this sculpture depicts the story of the 
Reverend who travelled around the district on his motorcycle in the 1940s. 
The sculpture was created by local scrap metal artist, Gordon Bristow-
Bahom.  

3.  Hyden Lions Park – located on the corner of Marshall and McPherson Street 
this little park houses an array of eclectic pieces made by local people from 
scrap art. Take a walk through and see what you can find.  

4.  Hyden 75th Mural – this mural is located on the southern portion of the 
Hyden Swimming Pool and depicts Hyden’s farming heritage. This was 
painted by locals in the lead up to the Hyden 75 celebrations.  

5.  Mulka’s Cave – located at The Humps, a giant granite 16km north of Wave 
Rock the cave holds one of the most significant Aboriginal rock art sites in 
Western Australia.  

6. Kangaroo Cut Out Fence—check out the decorative fence along the northern 
boundary of the Wave Rock Caravan Park featuring kangaroos and a caravan 
created by a local Hyden engineering company. 

7.Emu Cut Out Fence—If you are visiting Lake Magic you will see the 
decorative fence featuring a row of emus created by a local Hyden 
engineering company. 

 

 

 

 


